SETTING UP THE AVERVISION CP300 DOCUMENT CAMERA

By Pat Hetu

1. Connect the room projector to the document camera by plugging the computer extension (VGA) cable to the camera via the RGB output port (located on the back of the document camera.)

2. Bring the camera head up by positioning the gooseneck until the camera head is over the image to be projected.
3. Manipulate the camera head to the best position to capture the image.

4. Unfold the LED light fully by pressing the latch and moving the LED light.
5. To turn the camera on, press the power button.
6. To zoom in or out, turn the shuttle wheel clockwise (to zoom in) or counterclockwise (to zoom out). Press the shuttle wheel in the direction of any of the four arrows to pan the image. To focus automatically, click Auto Focus.
7. To adjust and/or work with the screen display, push the Menu button.

8. The menu appears on the screen. Use the arrow keys on the shuttle wheel to move through the various Menu options.